SPRING 2022 EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
This schedule is tentative and subject to change.

SCHEDULED IN-CLASS EXAMS – EXAMPLIFY
All in-class exams begin promptly at 9:30 am unless announced otherwise

Tuesday, 4/26
Antitrust: Mergers, IP and VR (Hovenkamp)
Intro to IP Law and Policy (Abrams)
Property (Gordon)

Wednesday, 4/27 – no in-class exams

Thursday, 4/28 – no in-class exams

Friday, 4/29
Internet Law (Yoo)

Saturday, 4/30
Common Law Contracts (Rosenberg)

Sunday, 5/1 – no in-class exams

Monday, 5/2 – no in-class exams

Tuesday, 5/3
Complex Litigation (Burbank/Scirica)
Professional Responsibility (Reich)

Wednesday, 5/4 – no in-class exams

Thursday, 5/5 – no in-class exams

Friday, 5/6 – no in-class exams

SCHEDULED REMOTE EXAMS – EXAMPLIFY

Thursday 4/28 – 9:30 am
Evidence (Rudovsky)
TAKEAWAY EXAMS

Takeaway exams are available over a set number of days during the exam period, as determined by the faculty member – details are on the Exam Details Spreadsheet. Takeaway exams are linked from the left menu in Canvas. **Do not use Examplify to complete your takeaway exam.**

Administrative Law (Lee) – Sec 1 and 2
Bankruptcy (Buccola)
Blockchain and the Law (Tosato)
Broker Dealer Regulation (Paz)
Chinese Law (deLisle)
Constitutional Law (Shanor) – Sec 1
Constitutional Law (Berman) – Sec 2
Constitutional Law (Kreimer) – Sec 3A
Constitutional Law (Roosevelt) – Sec 3B
Consumer Law (Wilkinson-Ryan)
Corporate Tax (Rothenberg)
Corporations (Knoll)
Creating a Constitution in Israel (Ben-Sasson)
Criminal Law (Heaton) – Sec 1A
Criminal Law (Ferzan) – Sec 1B
Criminal Law (Mayson) Sec 2
Criminal Law (Ossei-Owusu) – Sec 3
Criminal Procedure (Bibas) *available on 5/2 only
Deals (Knoll/Raff)
Disability Law (Harris)
Drug Product Liability (Grossi)
Entertainment Law Transactions (Seiden)
Environmental Law (Lisa)
ESG (Fairfax)
Federal Courts (Struve)
Federal Income Tax (Sanchirico)
Future of Finance (Hammer)
Gaming Law (Fikry)
Health Law and Policy (Hoffman)
International Bankruptcy (Lapowsky)
International Law (Burke-White)
Intro to Partnership Tax (Gallagher)
Judicial Decision-Making (Scirica)
Labor Law (Burke)
Local Government Law (Feder)
Mergers and Acquisitions (Flocos)
ML: American Constitutional Law (Ruger)
ML: Contracts and Negotiations (Shaffer)
ML: General Business Law (Cline)
ML: Medical Liability and Negligence (Bezar/Guerrini)
Takeaway Exams, continued:

ML: Technology Law and Ethics (Cloak)
ML: US Law and Legal Methods (Rosengard)
National Security Law (Finkelstein)
Plagues, Pandemics, and Public Health (Feldman)
Privacy Law (Yoo/Steinfeld)
Professional Responsibility (Hodge)
Professional Responsibility (Marrero)
Professional Responsibility (Palmer)
Professional Responsibility (Sandman)
Remedies (Wax)
Reproductive Rights and Justice (Roberts)
Secured Transactions – Commercial Finance (Tosato)
Scientific Evidence and Expert Witnesses (Liu)
Structured Finance (Yarett)
Trademarks (Rothman)

TBD:
Conservative and Libertarian Policy and Law (DiPompeo/Barkley)
ML: Intro to Patent Law – Online (Wagner)

NO EXAMINATIONS
Administrative Advocacy (Wiener)
Advanced Legal Research I & II
Appellate Advocacy (Ostrer)
Army War College Simulation (Knoll)
Bok Courses
Business Management (Kapoor)
Climate Change (Peloso/Sahely)
Clinics & Externships
Corporate and M&A Litigation in Practice (Baron/Will)
Corporate Governance (Halper/Singer)
Criminal Law Foundations (Robinson)
Election Law (Abel)
Federal Habeas Corpus (Hintz)
Gift and Estate Tax (Kamens/Grossman)
Islamic Finance (McMillan)
Law and Philosophy (Wodak/Berman)
Law Reform Litigation (Aronchick)
Law, Technology and Access to Justice (Willis/Johnson)
Lawyering and Technology (Wolson)
Leading Social Change (Jealous/Schwartz)
Legal Communication Workshop (Kiley)
Legal Drafting for Investment Management (Allison)
Legal Interviewing and Client Counseling (Chacko)
Legal Practice Skills (all sections)
Litigating Civil Rights Cases (Feinberg)
M&A Bootcamp (Connolly)
M&A Transactions and the Role of Govt (Delrahim)
ML: Entrepreneurship and Startup Law (Clayton)
ML: Health Law and Policy Fundamentals (Fernandez-Lynch)
ML: Navigating the Regulatory State (Howland)
Negotiations and Drafting in Entertainment (Flegelman)
Negotiations Bootcamp (Krol)
Negotiating Business Transactions (Finkelstein/Jacobs)
Patent Litigation (Jordan/Pearson)
Policy Lab (de Silva de Alwis)
Securities Bootcamp (Connolly)
Real Estate Finance (Blanton)
Transactional Drafting Bootcamp (McCaffrey/Krouse)
Transactional Practice: Joint Ventures (Fradin)
Trial Advocacy (all sections)
Writing for Practice (Gowen)